
Mad about Megabeasts  
by Giles Andrea and David Wojtowycz (illustrator)
Orchard   9781408329368 
Bright bold colours and a bouncy rhyme create another winning 
collection of poetry about the most enormous creatures on the planet 
from the talented team who also produced Mad About  
Minibeasts!

Mixed up Nursery Rhymes  
by Hilary Robinson (author) and Liz Pichon (illustrator)
Hodder Children’s Books 9781444904642 
Twelve well-loved nursery rhymes presented in a sturdy split page 
format offer 1728 possible combinations for creating your very own 
versions and endless possibilities for conversation.

Over the Hills and Faraway: A Treasury of Nursery Rhymes  
from Around the World  
Collected by Elizabeth Hammill 
Frances Lincoln Books 9781847804068 
This vibrant collection of verses for all ages includes 150  
nursery rhymes from diverse cultures and countries throughout  
the English-speaking world and is lavishly illustrated by 77  
celebrated artists.

Peck, Peck, Peck by Lucy Cousins 
Walker 9781406355475
Encouraged by his dad, an eager baby woodpecker pecks (real) holes 
wherever he goes in a wonderfully tactile picture book to  
read aloud and share.

Playtime Rhymes: All Our Favourite Rhymes Book & CD  
Chosen and illustrated by Sally Gardner 
Orion 9780752860886                    
Carnegie winner Sally Gardner has selected and illustrated over three 
dozen favourite chanting, clapping and counting rhymes;  
the accompanying acoustic CD gives prompts for the actions.

Socks by Elizabeth Lindsay and Nick Sharratt
David Fickling Books 9781849921657
This picture book is a glorious celebration of socks which will  
make young and old laugh out loud.

Tanka, Tanka, Skunk by Steve Webb  
Red Fox 9780099439776 
Big bold animal illustrations and a riotous rhythmic beat create a 
picture book that demands to be read aloud over and over again.

Walking Through the Jungle by Debbie Harter 
Barefoot Books 9781846866609
An intrepid young adventurer explores the wildest reaches of the 
world and still makes it home just in time for supper in this rhyming 
picture book with a lively musical CD. This title is also published by 
Mantra Lingua in a number of dual language editions. 

Moving on
The books in this section offer a mixture of contemporary and  
classic verse - something for the classroom and something for 
home. These titles include funny verse, stories, poetry that explores 
our innermost feelings and emotions and poetry that celebrates  
our awe-inspiring world.

Poetry stimulates thought, explores ideas, expresses 
emotions and reflects human experience. With its  
memorable use of language it models writing and  
inspires creativity.

For many, the enjoyment of sharing and reading poetry 
can provide a way in to a lifetime of reading for pleasure. 
So let’s have more poetry please!

Starting out
Now that Rhyme Time has become hugely popular in public  
libraries, young families have the opportunity to discover and enjoy 
old and new rhymes together. The books in this section include  
collections of traditional nursery rhymes, anthologies of first  
poetry and rhyming stories.

Blue Balloons and Rabbit Ears  
by Hilda Offen (author and illustrator) 
Troika Books 9781909991033
The imaginative experiences of childhood are celebrated in this  
appealing collection of original nursery rhymes and poems.

The Cat and the Fiddle:  A Treasury of Nursery Rhymes  
by Jackie Morris 
Frances Lincoln            9781847804157
This dazzling collection of nursery rhymes including some popular 
and some not so well-known traditional verse is lavishly illustrated 
with Morris’ magnificent full page watercolours.

Everyone was a Baby Once  
by Allan Ahlberg and Bruce Ingman (illustrator)
Walker 9781406330007
A welcome collection of new poems by Ahlberg and “classic verse” 
from “Anon” is enriched by Ingman’s witty illustrations as sausages, 
snowmen and babies roll across the page celebrating childhood.

A Great Big Cuddle  
by Michael Rosen (author) and Chris Riddell (illustrator)
Walker  9781406343199 
This inspired collaboration between two Children’s Laureates is 
generously illustrated, ideal for reading aloud and a perfect book for 
sharing as it sensitively explores the world of the very young.

Here’s a Little Poem: A Very First Book of Poetry  
Collected by Jane Yolen, Andrew Fusek Peters and  
Polly Dunbar (illustrator)
Walker 9781406327113
Over sixty poems by contemporary English and American writers 
describe the experiences of the very young in a big, beautifully  
illustrated book for under eights.

Jack and the Flumflum Tree  
by Julia Donaldson and David Roberts (illustrator) 
Macmillan Children’s Books 9780330504065
When Jack’s granny falls ill with the moozles, Jack and his friends set 
out on a voyage to bring back the only cure in a rollicking  
picture book with a rhyming text and lots of laughs. 

The aim of this list is to highlight some of the best poetry 
books currently available for 5-12 year olds.

The songs, nursery rhymes and games we sing, chant 
and play with very young children help to bind  
relationships, soothe and excite, and perhaps most 
importantly here, introduce babies and toddlers to the 
musicality, variety and colour of language.  

As children start to take an interest in the printed page 
and begin to learn to read, the rhythm and rhyme of  
poetry encourages emergent readers to predict and join 
in. Poetry can draw young children’s attention to the 
world around them and they also begin to enjoy and  
appreciate playful use of language. 

More poetry 
please …

A is Amazing: Poems about Feelings  
Edited by Wendy Cooling and Piet Grobler (illustrator)
Frances Lincoln 9781847802552
This beautifully illustrated A-Z of thought-provoking poems about all 
sorts of feelings will provide many opportunities for reflection and 
discussion.

All the Wild Wonders: Poems of our Earth  
Edited by Wendy Cooling and Piet Grobler (illustrator)
Frances Lincoln 9781847806260                    
Set against a backdrop of watercolour illustrations, poetry from John 
Milton to Benjamin Zephaniah encourages children to celebrate the 
natural world and consider how the earth can be protected. 

Dragon Poems edited by John Foster and Korky Paul (illustrator)
OUP 9780192763075               
One of a series of outstanding collaborations between the talented 
poet/anthologist John Foster and illustrator Korky Paul, this  
colourful title with full page illustrations is bound to appeal to all 
ages.

A First Book of Nature  
by Nicola Davies and Mark Hearld (illustrator)
Walker 9781406349160
Gorgeous full-colour illustrations follow nature through the four  
seasons accompanied by simple poems, free verse, recipes and facts.

A First Poetry Book chosen by Pie Corbett and Gaby Morgan 
Macmillan                                      9780330543743                     
This wide-ranging compendium of verse from popular  
contemporary poets is arranged topically and is fun to dip into  
and particularly useful for schools.

Kicking a Ball by Allan Ahlberg and Sebastien Braun (illustrator)
Puffin 9780723271208
Ahlberg’s familiar rhythmic rhyming text celebrates the joys of  
football as a small boy grows into manhood and shares his  
enthusiasm with his own young daughter in a picture book which 
gives this well-loved poem a modern twist.

Let’s Celebrate: Festival of Poems from Around the World  
Edited by Debjani Chatterji, Brian D’Arcy and Shirin Adl (illustrator)
Frances Lincoln 9781847804792
With vibrant full-page illustrations, twenty-four festivals from  
across the globe are celebrated by an international group of poets.  
A companion volume Let’s Play! Poems About Sports and Games 
from Around the World is also a popular collection.

Macavity: The Mystery Cat  
by T.S. Eliot and Arthur Robins (illustrator) 
Faber & Faber                                9780571308132                  
Eliot’s rhyming verse and Robins’ cartoon-styled illustrations create 
a hilarious picture book which celebrates the exploits of “the hidden 
Paw – For he’s the master criminal who can defy the law.”  
Skimbleshanks: The Railway Cat and Mr. Mistoffelees: The  
Conjuring Cat from the same series are also highly recommended.
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